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The theory of multiplicities in semi-local rings was originated by Chevalley (in geometric local rings) and continued mainly by Samuel [8] and Nagata
(6]. Because of the fact that they used high techniques of the theory of local
rings, especially the structure theorem of complete local rings, it is desirable
to construct the theory in a more elementary and simpler way.
Godement has shown in (2] that the notion of Hilbert characteristic functions in semi-local rings can be naturally extended to that in finite modules
over these rings and Serre continued the study by the homological method
[14]. And recently Lech has succeeded in proving the associative formula for
multiplicities without using the structure theorem [5]. We develop here systematically, following closely [14] and [5], the full theory of multiplicities in
finite modules over semi-local rings and simplify their proofs in some points.
In §1 we generalize the intersection theorem of Zariski to that in finite
modules. Some remarks on finite modules are stated in §2. Then, in §3, we
shall generalize the theorem of Lech concerning an expression for the multiplicity of a primary ideal, which is generated by a system of parameters; in a
local ring to that of a defining ideal in a finite module over a semi-local ring.
In the main § 4, we shall give fundamental theorems on multiplicities. Finally in §5, we treat the complete tensor product of modules. ,
Conventions and terminology

i) · Unless stated otherwise, we assume throughout this paper that all
rings are commutative Noetherian rings with identity elements and that all
modules are unitary and finitely generated, therefore Noetherian.
ii) Let A be a ring. We denote by rank A the maximal number n such
that there exists a chain of prime ideals of A

where each inclusion is strict. For an ideal a in A, we define corank a = rank
A/a.
iii) Let E be a finite A-module. For an ideal a of A and a submodule F
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of E, we denote by aF the submodule of E generated by elements ax where
a Ea and x E F. An element a in A (resp. an ideal a of A) called zero divisor in
E/F if there exists x EE such that x El: F an~l ax E F (resp. ax C F): Zero submodule of E shall be denoted by 0·and zero ideal of A by (0). F: a (resp. F:E)
means as usual the submodule of E consisting of x E E such that ax CF (resp.
the ideal of A consisting of a EA such that aE CF). As for. the notions of
prime and primary submodules, we refer the reader to [4). Then, let F = n Q,
· iEI

be an irredundant primary representation of F in E. Q; : E is a primary ideal
belonging to a prime ideal .).J, (say). We call +J, (iEI) the associated prime divisors of Fin E. The set of aEA which are zero divisors in E/F is equal to
Vp,.
•EI

§ 1.

Zariski's theorem.

The following lemma is well-known but we state it here because our theory much depends on it.
LEMMA 1. (ARTIN-REES). Let E be a finite module over a Noetherian ring
A and let Mand N be submodules o.f E. Then, for any ideal a of A, there exists
an integer r such that

for any n~ r.
For the proof we ref er the reader to [2, Expose 2J.
COROLLARY

1. Let a be an ideal of a Noetherian ring A and let Ebe a
~

finite module over A. Put N = n an E. Then we have aN = N.
n=1

In fact, by Lemma 1, we have
N = an En N :::::> a(an-i En N) => ... => an-•(a'E n N) = anEnN= N.
Hence
N = anEn N = a(an- 1 En N) = aN.
COROLLARY 2. (With the same.notations and assumptions.) Thefollowing
conditions are equivalent:
n=1

ii)
iii)

Any element a EA such that a= 1 (a) is a not zero divisor in E.
+J + a = A for any prime divisor +J of O iri E.

PROOF. i)-+ ii). Assume there exists an element a EA such that a= 1 (a)
and ax= 0 for some x =\= 0, x EE. Then (1-a)"x= (l-na+n(n-l)a2 - •••
+(-ltan)x=x, hence xEanE. Therefore 0=\=xE na"E, which is a contradiction.
ii)-+i). Put N = na"E. Then, by Corollary 1, we have aN = N. Take a sys-
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tern of generators x 1, ... , x. of N and we can write x;(i = 1,··, s) as
xi = ail x1 + ··· + a;, x.,

with

a;i E

a.

Then o=det (o;j-a,j) satisfies oxi=0 for i=;l, ... , s, hence oN=0. Since
8--1 Ea, we conclude that N = 0.
ii) B iii). This equivalence follows at once from the fact that v Pi (l-1; runs
i

over the prime divisors of 0) is the set of zero divisors in E.
By passing to the residue module we have the following
COROLLARY 3. Let a be an ideal of'a Noetherian ring A. And let E be a
finite A-module and N a submodule of E. Denote by lJ; (i = 1,···, r) prime divisors of N. Then the following i) and ii) are equvalent:

ii)

a+p, =\=A (i= 1,···, r).

PROOF. Let N = Q1 n •· •r\ Q, be an irredundant primary representation
of N. Put IJ = N: E and qi= Qi: E (i = 1,···, r). Then Q; is lJ;-primary and E/N
may be considered as a finite A/IJ-module. Moreover we see easily that
v(pJIJ) is the set of zero divisors in E/N. Therefore, by applying Corollary
i
.
,
2 to the A/fl-module E/N, we see that the following conditions are equivalent:
i')

n(a+o/lit(E/N)=0,

ii") (p;/o)+(a+IJ/Il)=\=A/li(i=l,-··,r).

n

Frpm this we see immediately that our conditions i) and ii) are equivalent.

•

THEOREM

1.

(ZARISKI).

Let a be an ideal of a Noetherian ring A. And

let Ebe a finite A-module and Na submodule of E. Let N=Q 1 n···nQ, be an
irredundant primary representation of Nin E. If P1,··, p, denote the prime diviBM'• of N and if
P.-1- a=\= A (i = 1,-··, s)

then we have

..

and p,+ a= A (j = s+ 1,···, r),

n N + anE = Q1 n ··· r\ Q..

(8, p. 6J

n=l

PROOF. In the case when r = s, the theorem is true by Corollary 3. Therefore we may assume s<'7. Put q;=Q;:E. Then (q.+ 1 r\•··r\q,)+an=A(n=
1, 2,- •••••). Therefore
Q1 r\ ... r\ Q. = ((Q.+1 r\ ... r\ q,) + an) (Q1 r\ .. •r\ Q.)
= ((Q,+1: E)n ··· r\ (Q,: E)+ an) (Q1 r\ ··· r\ Q.)
= ((Q.+1 r\ ··· r\ Q,): E) (Q1 r\ ··· r\ Q,) + a"(Q1 r\ ··· r\ Q,)
C (Q.+1 r\ ... r\ Q,)n(Q1 r\ ... r\ Q.)+ a"E = N+ a"E.
Conversely, Q1 r\ ... nQ. = r\ (Ql r\ ... r\ Q.)+ anE"=:, r\ N +anE.
,.
"
'
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Some remarks on finite modul,,s.

LEMMA 2. Let A and A' be an,y two commutati11e rings with identity ele..
ments. Let T be a cO'tJariant additi'l1e emct functor on the category of A-modules
with values in the category of A1-modules and suppose T satisfies the following
conditions:
a) T(A)=A'.
fl) If F = Ax (x E F), then T(F) = A'x' for some x' E T(F).
We fiz an A-module E and an A'-module E = T(E) and confine our attention. to submodules of E and E. Then, for submodules F and G of E, we ka'l1e
i) T(F+ G) = T(F) + T(G).
ii) ,T(F/G)-:::::T(F)/T(G) if GCF.
iii) T(F f"\ G) = T(F) f"\ T(G). ·
iv) T(F: G) = T(F): T(G) when G is finitely generated over A.
PROOF. We first remark that T(F) may be considered a submodule of
T(E) provided F is a submodule of E. Therefore ii) holds obviously from the
exactness of T. As for i), we see clearly T(F)+T(G)r;;T(F+G). Conversely,
from 0-+F--:+F+G-+(F+G)/F-+0 (exact) and (F+G)/F-:::::G/(F/"\G), we have
0-+T(F)-+T(F+G)-+T(G/Ff"\G)-+0 (exact). Therefore 0-+T(F)-+T(F+G)-+
T(G)/T(Ff"\G)-+0 (exact) by ii). Hence T(F+G)~T(F)+T(G).
iii) From the relations 0-+T(F)-+T(F+G)-+T(F+G)/T(F)-+0 (exact) and
T(F + G)/T(F)= (T(F)+ T(G))/T(F)-:::::T(G)/(T(F) f"\ T(G)), we have 0..,. T(F)-+
T(F+G)-+T(G)/(T(F) f"\ T(G))-+0 (exact). Ther.efore T(F f"\G) T(F)f"\T(G).
iv) We first show that it is sufficient to prove iv) in the case when G is
generated by one element. In fact, let G = Ax1 + ··•+ Ax,.. Then
T(F: G)=T(F: (Ax 1 + ... +Ax,))=T((F: Ax1 )f"\ •••f"\(F: Ax,.))
=T(F: Ax 1 )f"\ ... f"\T(F: Ax,)= (T(F): T(Ax 1 ))f"\ ••• f"\(T(F): T(Ax,))
=T(F): (T(Ax 1 )+ ··· +T(Ax,)) = T(F): T(Ax 1 + ···+Ax,)= T(F): T(G).

=

Now, let G = Ax. 'Then we see easily that Ax/(Ax f"\ F)-::::: A/(F: Ax) as
A-modules. Therefore T(G/Ff"\ G)-:::::T(A)/T(F: G) = A1/T(F: G) and T(G/Ff"\G)
-:::::T(G)/T(F f"\ G)-:::::T(G)/(T(F) f"\ T(G)) = A' x' /(T(F) f"\ A' x')-:::::A' /(T(F) : A' x')
= A'/(T(F) : T(G)) by fl). Hence T(F: G) = T(F) : T(G).

To show the generality of Lemma 2, we shall give some examples of covariant additive exact functors which satisfy our conditions:
i) Let A be a commutative ring with identity and A' its quotient ring
with respect to a multiplicatively closed subset S of A which does not contain
zero (usually denoted by As), As for the functor T, we set T(E) = E®A.A/>
where E is an A-module [11, Lemma 1, p. 241).
ii) Let A be an m-adic Zariski ring and A' its completion (usually denoted by A). As for the functor T, we set T(E) = E®A..11> where Eis an A-.
I) From now on we shall omit A if any confusion does not occur.
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module.
On this occasion we recall the following definition: Given a (finite) module E over a commutative ring A and an ideal m of A such that n mnE= 0,
we may topologize Eby adopting submodules {mnE} (n= 1, 2,··) as a fundamental system of neighborhoods of O in E. Thus topologized module is referred to as an m-adic module provided that m has a finite ideal basis. In ,the
case where Eis finite over an m-adic Zariski ring A, E®A may be considered
as an m-adic completion of E and any submodule F of E is a closed subspace
of E, therefore En (F®A) = F 2 l (2, expose 18].
By virtue of the above lemma, we can prove the following proposition
which is a formal generalization of Lemmas 3 and 4 in [9].
PROPOSITION 1. Let E be finite module over an m-adic Zariski ring A.
Let P and Q be a prime and a primary submodules of E belonging to the same
prime ideal l,1 of A. And let Q®AA= Qir\·•·n On be an irredundant primary
representation of Q®AA in E®AA. Then
i) Q®AA and P®AA have the same prime divisors.
ii) ~; n A= l-1 for i = 1, ... , n where~. denotes the prime divisor of Q,.
iii) Q, n E= Q for i = 1, ... , n.
PROOF. Since (P®A) :(E®A) = (P: E)®A = l,JA, (Q®.A): (E®.A)= (Q:E)
®A~ qA where p P: E and q = Q: E and since j.(i = 1,···, n) are the prime
divisors of qA, i) and ii) are immediate consequences of Lemma 3 in [9].
As for iii), clearly /J. n E-=> (Q®A)n E= Q by the above remark.
If /J,nE;?,Q for some i(l~i~n), there exists an element x such that xE /J,nE
and x EE Q. Set q' = Q : Ax. Then we see easily that q' is l,J-primary as in the
ideal theory. Therefore
q' A= (Q: Ax) ®A= (Q®A): (Ax®A) = (0 1 n ··· n I),.): (Ax®A)
= (Q1: (Ax®A)) n ··· n ((},: (Ax®A))n ··· n ((},.: (Ax®A)).
By shortening this representation we have an irredundant representation of
q'A. Since /J,:(Ax®A) = A, i) contradicts the uniqueness of associated prime
divisors of q' A.
Chevalley's lemma may !Je generalized as follows:

=

PROPOSITION 2. Let Ebe a finite module over a complete semi-local ring A
with Jacobson radical m. Let E1 ) E2 ) · · · be a descending sequence of submodules of E such that nE,.=0. Then
Enc m"(n),E where cr(n)-oo as n-oo. [8, Proposition 2, p. 9J
PROOF. Since E/m"E is finite over an Artin ring A/m", E/mnE satisfies
the descending condition for its submodules. On the other hand, since A is
2) We may consider E,Fand F®1 the submodules of E@A.
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complete in the m-adic topology. Therefore our Proposition can be proved in
the same way as was given in (8).
§ 3. Hilbert functions and multiplicities.

.Let E be a finite module over a semi-local ring A. And let q be a defining ideal of A, i.e. mn c q c ni for some integer n, where m denotes the Jacobson radical of A. We consider a finite A/q"-module E/q,.E. Since A/q" is an
Artin ring, E/q"E has a finite length l(E/q,.E). Godement has shown in [2,
Expose 16J that, for n sufficiently large, l(E/q"E) is a polynomial inn, whose
degree is independent of the choice of q and is equal to rank E 3> ( = Sup corank \), where \) runs over the associated prime divisors of O in E). This polynomial will be called the Hilbert function of q in E and denoted by XE(q, n).
Then we may write it as
XE(q, n)

= l(E/q"E) = eE(q)
d!n +_ ···,
d

where d = rank A and eE(q) is an integer 2:0. We call eg(q) the multiplicity of
q in E. Remark that if rank A> rank A/(0: E)= rank E, we have, by our definition, eE(q)=0. In the case when E=A, we have of course eE(q)= e(q) where
e(q) stands for the multiplicity of q in the sense of Samuel (8, p. 28). And we
see easily that eA 1a(q) = e(q+ a/a) for any ideal a in A such that rank A~ rank

A/a.

.

On the other hand we have a following device, due to Nagata, which reduces the study of finite modules over semi-local rings to that of semi-local
rings [6, Addenda p. 225].
Let again E be a finite module over a semi-local ring A and let q be a defining ideal of A. We may consider the A-module B = A+E (direct) as a ring
by defining E 2 = 0. Then we see easily that B becomes a semi-local ring of the
same rank as that of A. If m 1 ,···, mr be maximal ideals of A then m;+E(i
=1,···, r) are the maximal ideals of Band qB is also a defining ideal of Band
B/qB =(A+ E)/(q+ qE):;:::;: (A/q)+ (E/qE) (direct as A-modules).
Therefore l(B/ qB) = l(A/ q) + l(E/ qE), hence
XE(q, n) = PQs(n)-Pq(n) and eE(q) = ·e(qB)-e(q)
where PqB(n) and Pq(n) stand for the Hilbert functions of q in the sense of
Samuel.
With the aid of this remark we may generalize the theorem of Lech (5,
Theorem 2, p. 303] in the following form:
THEOREM 2. (LECH). Lf;,t Ebe a finite module over a semi-local ring A of
rank d and let q be a defining ideal of A which is generated by a system of pa3) Godement calls it "hauteur de E" and denotes it by h(E) (2, Expose 16),
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rameters in A. Put q = (xi, ... , xd). Then we have
eE(q) = lim l(E/(xi1,· .. , x'J,d)E)/n1.. ·nd•
Rj-+N

. PROOF. We shall first remark that, for any aE q, we have
XEtaE(q/aA, n) = l(E/(q•E+aE)) = l(E/q•E)-l((q•E+aE)/q"E)
, = X:,:(q~ n)-l(aE/q•EriaE) = XE(q, n)-l(E/(q"E: aA)),
1
since
(q"EriaE) q"E: aA where is the A-homomorphism E-+aE defined
by f(x) = ax (x EE). Hence
XE1"1"1E(q/x" 1A, n) = XE(q, n)-l(E/q"E: xi'•A)zXE(q, n)-l(E/q"-"•E)

r

=

I

n1eo d-l
) =ca-l)!n
( ) -XEq,n-n1
(
=XEq,n
+ ...... ,

where eo = eE(q). Put e1 = e~1,.,..,E(q/xi•A). Then e1 z n1eo, Therefore, by induction, we see easily
l(E/(xi•, ... , x'J,d)E) = eE/("i"••··•,"d"dlE(q/(xi', ... , x'Jd))znd'"n1 eo.

Hence

l(E/(xi',··, x'J,d)E)/n1·'· ndzeE(q);

To prove the converse we shall first consider the case when A=E. Let
mi,•··, m, be the maximal ideals of A and let q ~ q1 /"\ ... n q, be a normal decomposition of q. · ·consider the chain of m;-primary ideals m; = q~ 1 ) q~ 2 ) •••
•··) q';,; = Q; such that each inclusion is strict and no m;-primary ideals can
be inserted between q~,, and q~11+ 1 (i = 1, ... , r and v = 1, ... , t;-1). From this
we obtain a,compositiop series from A to q:
A) m1

= Qi1) ·· ·) Qi, = Q1) Q1Q~1) ·· ·) Q1Q~, = Q1Q2) ···) Q1Q2 ... q, = q.
1

1

Put K; = A/m; and Q;,, = q1 ... Q;_ 1q';,, (i = 1, ... , r and O~v; <t;). Then Q;,,/q;,,+ 1
is isomorphic to K,, because m;q,,, (Q;11+i and cleary we have

Therefore we can continue the proof in the same way as was given in (5)
replacing K(Xi,-·•, Xd) by a finite number of polynomial rings K; (X1,··, Xd)
(i = 1, ... , r) where K means the residue field of a local ring. Then we get
lim l(A/(xi'•, ... , x'J,<i))/n1 ... nd.-s;;e(q).
nj-+ao

The general case now follows from this with the aid of the above remark.
In fact, we have
l(B/(xi',·· ·, x'J,d)B) = l (A/ (xi',·· ·, x'J,d)A) + l (E/ (xi',···, x'J,d)E)

(with the same notations as in the above remark). Hence
l(E/(xi',···, x'J,rl)E)/n1'"nd~l(B/(xi1,··, x'J,d)B)/n1 ··· nd-e(q)

by the first part of the proof. Therefore
lim l(E/(xi',···, x'J,d)E)/n1 ... nd:S: lim l(B/(xi',···, x'J,d)B)/n1 •·· ~-e(q)
nj-tooo

~e(qB)-e(q) = eE(q).

n;-+oo
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§ 4. Fundamental theorems on multiplicities.

We first show that eE(q) has the property of additivity.
THEOREM 3. Let q be a defining ideal of a semi-local ring A. And let E, E'
and E" be finite A-modules such that
(1)
0---+E'-+E-+E'' ➔ 0 (exact) ..
eE(q) = eE,(q) + ilE"(q).
Then,
PROOF. From the exact sequence (1), we have
E' ®A(A/qn)-+ E®A(A/q") ➔ E" ®A(A/q") ➔ O (exact),

i.e.
( 2)
E' /q"E' -+E/q"E~E''/q"E"-+0 (exact).
Hence
l(E' /q"E')+l(E''/q"E'') ';;;;,l(E/q"E).
We express these lengths as Hilbert functions and compare the leading
coefficients. Then we get eg,(q) + eE"(q) ';;;;, eE(q).
Next we consider the converse ineqality. From the exact sequence (2),
E' + q"E/q" E is contained in the Ker i.
Hence l (E/q"E) 2 l (E'' /q"E') +l
(E'+q"E/q"E).
SinceE'+q"E/q"E~E'/q"EnE' and q"EnE'=q"-'(q'EnE)
cq"-'E' for n2r by Lemma 1, we get l(E' +q"E/q"E) ;;:,Z(E'jq"-'E'). Therefore
l(E/q" E) 2 l(E"I q"E") + l(E' I qn-rE').

From this, the same consideration as above shows that eE(q) 2 CE'(q) +eEn(q).
From our Theorem 3, we obtain immediately the following
· COROLLARY. Let E; (i = 1, ... , n) be finite A-modules such that
0---+Ei -+E2 ➔ ... -+K_ 1 ➔ E,.-+0 (exact).
Then we have
,.

~
i=1

( -1/eE,(q) = 0.

The special case of the next lemma was treated in [6,. Theorem 2, p. 206)
and (8, Proposition 2, p. 31J and is called the "extension formula" by Nagata.
LEMMA 3. Let q be a defining ideal of a semi-local ring A and let E be a
finite A-module. Assume that there exist an element c in A (c =\:: 0) and a system
of elements x1,···, xr in E which satisfy the following conditions:
i) c is not a zero divisor in A.
ii) x 1 ,···, x, are linearly independent over A.
iii) cE is contained in Ax 1 + .. · + Ax,.
Then, for any finite A-module F, we have

=

In particular

r.eF(q) eE®F(q).
r.e(q) = eE(q).

PROOF. Put G = Ax 1 +··•+Ax,. From the exact sequence of A-modules
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O ➔ G ➔ E➔ E/G ➔ O,

we deduce the exact sequence ·
G® 4F➔ E®AF-(E/G)®AF-o_.

Since we may consider (E/G)®F as a finite A/cA-module and since rank
A/cA< rank A (by our assumption i)), we have ecEJG)®F(q)=O. Therefore, by
the similar consideration to the first part of the proof of Theorem 3, we get
eE®F(q);;;;:ec®iq) = r.eF(q) (by our assumption ii)).
Next we consider the exact sequences
o-cE-G-G/cE-O and E-+cE➔ O.
Then, by the same argument as above, we see
r.eF(q) = eG®F(q) = ecE®F(q) and eE®F(q) z ecE®F(q).
Combining these· inequalities, we get
8E®F(q) .:S:ec®F(q) = r.eF(q) = ecE®F(q) .:S:eE®F(q).

THEOREM 4. (REDUCTION THEOREM).
Let A be a semi-local ring whose zero ideal is a primary ideal belonging
(say) to the prime ideal .\). And let Ebe a finite A-module. Then, for any defining ideal q of A, we have

In particular
e(q)=e(q+-1J/-1J)l(Au).

(6, Theorem 9, p. 219]

PROOF. We proceed to prove the theorem by induction on the length of
(O)A. In the case when l((O)A) = 1, i.e. (O)A = -IJ, we have to prove

eE(q) = e(q) l (E0AK)
where K is a quotient field of A. Our proof will be completed in this case, by
Lemma 3, if we can find xc ·, x, EE and c EA (c =¾= 0) such that x1, ••, x. are
linearly independent over A and cEC Ax1+ .. •Ax,, where s = l(E0AK) =
= dim.ir E®AK (as a vector space over K).
Let xi,••., x, be elements in E such that the set x1 01 (i = 1, .. •, s) forms-a
basis of a vector space E0K over K. Put E= Ay1+···+Ayn. Then, we can
find d;( =i=O), a 1 , ... , a, in A such that
d;(y; ® 1) = a1 (x1 01) + ··· + a,(x, 01).
Since Ker (E-E0K) is a submodule N of E generated by all elements z in E
such that bz = 0 ·for some b =i= 0 in A and since N is finitely generated, we
have
b;(d;y, -(a1x1+ ···· +a.x,)) = 0
for some b; =i= 0 in A, i.e. b,d,y;= b;a 1x 1+ ... +b;a,x,. · Clearly x1 , .. :, x, are linearly
4) Since Au is an Artin ring, E® AAIJ has the finite length.
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independent over A,- therefore c = Ilbidh xi, ... , x, satisfy the conditions.

,-1

Now we assume the theorem is true in the case when l((0)A) = n-1, and
consider the case when l((0)A) = ~- Let p = q1 ) q2 ) •· • ) q,._ 1 ) q,. = (0) be a
chain of -p-primary ideals and assume that each inclusion is strict and no p-primary ideals can be inserted between qi and Q1+ 1 (i=l, ... ,n-1). Put q'=q,._ 1 •
Then E/q'E is a finite A/q'-module and l((0)A/q') = n-1. Therefore, by our
induction hypothesis, we see that
( 1)
eE/Q'E(q) = e(A/11')/(l>/ll')(q) mE/q'E)®A/11'(A/q')i,111')
= e..f/1J(q)l((E/q'E)®(A1i/Q'Ai,)) 5) = e..f/1J(q)l((E®..fA1>)/q'A1i(E®AA11)).
On the other hand, from the exact sequence
( 2)
0--+ q' E--+ E--+ E/q' E--+0,
we have, by Theorem 3,
( 3)
eE(q)=e11'E(q) +eE/ll'E(q).
Since ®AA) is an exact functor, from (2) we have
0--+ q'E®A11--+ E®A 11 --+ (E/q'Q)®A11 --+0 (exact).
Therefore,
(4)

l(E®Ai,) = l(q'E®A11)+l((E/q'E)®Au)

= l(q'Ai,(E®A11)) + l((E®Ai,)/q'Au(E®Au)).
Hence, by (1), (3) and (4), in order to prove our. theorem, it remains to show the
following equality:
( 5)
eq'E(q) = e..f/l>(q)l(q'Au(E®All)).
Since pq' = (0), we may consider q' E as an A/p-module. We consi4er the
vector space M=q'E®A 1i,(Ai,/pA11) over the field K = Ai,/.pAi,. Then, clearly
l(q' All(E®A,)) = dimKM = s (say).
Take elements xi,·", x, in q'E such that x1 ®i, ... , x,®1 form a basis of Mover
K. Then, by the same argument as above, we can find an element c=l=0 in A/p
such that cm E (A/p)x1 + ·· • + (A/p)x. holds for any element min q' E. Hence, by
Lemma 3, we have
e11'iq) = s•e..f/ll(q)
which proves (5) and concludes the proof of the theorem.
4. Let E be a finite module over a semi-local ring A. And let li and
c be ideals of A such that rank A/b > rank A/c. Then, for any defining ideal q
of A, we have .
i) corank li = corank uric= corank be.
ii) eE/liE(q+li/b)=eE/(lb:)E(q+(b ric)/6ric) = eE/licE(q+lic/bc).
LEMMA

5) (E/q' E)® .1.fq'(Ai,/q'At>) may be identified with (E/q'E)® ,i(Ai,/q'Ai,).
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(8, Proposition 3, p. 32]
PROOF. Consider the exact sequence of A/bt -modules
0 ➔ fJE/6cE➔ E/6cE➔ E/bE ➔ 0.

Then, by Theorem 3,
eE/l'lcE(q + bc/6c)= er,EfbcE(q + fJc/6e) +eE/l'lE(q + lie/6c).
Since bE/6cE may be considered as a finite A/c-module and since rank A/c<
rank A/b = rank A/be,' we have eoE/bcE(q +be/be)= 0. Therefore
eE/6cE(q + lie/6c) = eE1oE(q + 6c/6e) = eE1r,E(q + fJ/6).
From bE) (6/"\c) E) beE, we have obviously
eE16E(q +fJ/6).:S:: eE(fn:)E(q + (6/"\c)/bf"\e)~ eE/l'lcE(q +be/be).
THEOREM 5. (THEOREM OF ADDITIVITY).
Let E be a finite module over a semi-local ring A and let q be a defining
ideal of A. Let (0)A = q1 /"\ ... /"\ q, /"\ q,+1 /"\· .. /"\ q,. be a normai decomposition of
zero ideal of A with associated prime divisors ,l:J; (i = 1, .. ·, n). Assume that
corank ,l:J; = rank A (i = 1, ... , r) and corank Pr+i<rank A (j= 1, 2, ... , n-r). Then
we have
~
eE(q) = ±eE/Q;E(q).
i-1

In particular
e(q) = ±e(q + q,lq;),

-

(6, Theorem 3, p. 207]

i-1

.

PROOF. First we shall show that we may assume r = n. Put 6 = q1/"\ •••/"\ q,
andc=q,+ 1 /"\·••f"\q,.. Then (0)A=fJ/"\e andcorankA/6> corankA/e. Hence,
by the preceding lemma 4,
eE(q) = eE/(~C'i\C)E(q) = eE/r,E(q).
Since E/6E is finite over a semi-local ring A/b and any prime divisor of
(0)A/6 has the same corank, we see easily
eE1r,E(q)

= i•l
±eE/q;E(q)

·

by our assumptions.
Now we denote by K the total quotient ring of A, then there exist primitive idempotents x 1 , · · , x,EK such that Ax; is isomorphic to A/q; for any i.
Then, by Lemma 3, we have eE(q) = eE®F(q) where F = Ax1 +···+Ax,. Since
E®AF~E®A(A/q 1 + ··· +A/q,)~E/q1E+ ··· +E/q,E (direct), then
eE®F(q) = ±eE/Q;E(q).
i-1

Therefore, combining these relations, we have
eE(q) = ±eE/Q;E(q).
i-1
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COROLLARY. Let A be a semi-local ring and let q be a defining ideal of A.
Then, for any finite A-module E, we have ·
eE(q)

= ~eA11>(q)l(E®AA11)
I>

where .\:J runs over all prime ideals of A S'tWh that corank .\:J = rank A. In particular
e(q) = ~e(q + +J/p)l(A;,),
I>

(6, Corollary 1 of Theorem 9, p. 220)

PROOF. Being the same notations in the theorem, we have
eE(q) = ±eE/ITig(q)
i-l

and, by Theorem 4,
eE/IT;E(q) = eA11J/q)l((E/q,E)®A1q.(A/q1)ti11q) = eA11J;(q)l((E/q,E)®A1q.CA1>./Q,A1>.))
= eA111;(q)l( (E® AAll;)/ ci,(E® AAll,))5> eA/ll,(q)l(E® AAll,)

=

for any i.
The next lemma is the special case of the transition theorem.
LEMMA 5. Let.\) be a prime ideaJ, of an m-adic Zariski ring A and let ~
be an isolated prime divisor of .\)A (.A means the m-adic completion of A). Then,
for any finite A-module E, we have

l(t ®.iA1131.\:JA\ll))

where

t

= l(A1131.\:JA113)l(E@A(Ai,l.\lA11)),

is the m-adic completion of E.

PROOF. To prove the lemma it is sufficient to show the following equalities:
i) l(E@A(Av/qA1>)) = l(Ai,/qA 11 )l(E®A(Ai,l.\lAi,)), where q is a p-primary ideal
of A.
ii)

l(E®A(Ai,/PAv))

= l("t@1(A'l!/~A£)).

In fact,
Now we shall prove i) by induction on the length of q. Since in the case
when l(q) = 1, i.e. q = ,p, the equality is obvious, we consider the case when
l(q) > 1. By passing to the residue module we may assume q = (0). Let
P = Q1 :) Q2:) • · ·:) qn-1 :) qn = q = (0) be a chain of \:)-primary ideals and assume
that each inclusion is strict and no .\)-primary ideals can be inserted between
q, and qi+ 1 (i= 1,-··, n-1). Put q' = qn-i• Then, by our induction hypothesis,
l(E®(A 11 /q' All))= l(Av/q' Ap)l(E®(Ai,/pAll)). Hence, to prove i), it is sufficient to
show that l(E@q' Ai,)= l(q' All)l(E®(Av!PA1>)). Since pq' = (Q) and q' A 11 is principal, we see that q' All is a free A1>/PAi,-module. Therefore l(q' All)= 1 and
l(E@q' Ap) = l(E®(Ati/PAti)).
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As for ii), clearly l(E0(A1J/pA1>)) = l((E/pE) 0AtllK) and l(£0,1(.,-l,i~A'l!))
=l((t/~E)0.4;<JJL) where Kand Lare the quotient fields of A/p and A;~
respectively. Since~ nA = \J, we may consider A/pas a subring of A/~ and
K as a subfield of L and we have
)

(t /~t )0,1 1mL ~ ((E/pE)0 Atll(A/~))0,11\1,L ~ ((E/pE)0 AJIJK)0 KL.

Therefore
l(£0,1L) = l(((E/pE)0AtllK)0KL) = l((E/pE)0AtllK) = l(E0AK).
THEOREM 6. (TRA:NSITION THEOREM).
Let A be an m-adic Zariski ring with a completion A and let q be a \)-primary ideal of A and ~ be an isolated prime divisor of \)A. Then, for any finite
A-modul.e E, we have

Z(£0,1(.A,e/l1.Al!)) = l(A\t!/pA<JJ)l(E0A(All/qAll)),
Xt®.4<JJ(q.Aw, n) = l(A'l!/PAm)XE®A,.,(qA11, n),
iii) et®.4!l>(q.A'l!) = l(Al!/pA\t!)eE©A,.,(qAll),
i)
ii)

where t means an m-adic completion of E, i.e.

t = E0A.

[6, Theorem 7, p. 217]

or [9, Theorem 2, p. 96]
PROOF. We proceed to prove i) by applying induction to the length of q.
Since our theorem is true in the case when l(q) = 1, i.e. .q = 1J, by Lemma 5,
we may assume l(q) > 1. By passing to the residue module, we may further
assume q = (0). Now, let q' be a \)-primacy ideal such that no \)-primary ideal
exists between (0) and q'. Then our induction hypothesis shows that
(

l(t 0(A;; q' A'l,)) = l(A$/pA'l!)l(E0(Al;l/q' All)).

Therefore, to prove i) it is enough to show
l(£0q' All3) = l(A<JJ/PA'l3)l(E0q' A~).
Since l)q' = (0), we have q' A-n ~ A'J3/pA12 and
l(t@q' .112) = Z(£0(1'll!'PA12)) =l(112/p.-l'l!)l(t@(Am/~A<JJ))

= l(Am/PA<JJ)l(E0(A~!PAu)) = l(A'l!/pAl!)l(E@q' Ai>).
Now that i) is proved, ii) and iii) follow from i) immediately.
Finally we shall prove the so-called "associative formula."
THEOREM 7. (ASSOCIATIVE FORMULA).
Let E be a finite module over a semi-local ring A of rank d and let
{x1, .. ·, xd} be a system of parameters of A. Put q=(x 1,··, xd) and a= (x1,"·, x.)
(s$.d). Then we have

where lJ runs over all (minimal) prime divisors of a such that rank lJ -1- corank
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·ti = d. In particular
e(q)

= ~ll e(q+t:,/µ)e(aA~).

(5, Theorem 1, p. 301] or (6, Theorem 8, p. 217].

PROOF. Let l)i,• .. , t:Jm be all prime divisors of a such that rank t:,, + corank
tii = d. For any integer t > 0, a= (x 1 , ••• , x.) and (xf, ... , x!) have the same prime
divisors.. Put q* = (xf, ... , x!, x,+i,"•, xd), A'= A/(xf, ... , x!), q' = q* /(xf, ... , x!),
ti'.= t:,;/(xf, ... , x!) and E'=E/(xf, ... , x!)E. Then, by Corollary of Theorem 5, we
have

We denote by x; (i = s+ 1,-··, d) the residue of x, modulo (xf, ... , x!). Then q'=
x,+i,···, xd)• Therefore, by Theorem 2, we have
eE'(q')

= lim l(E' /x:+ 1 , ... ,

x:)E)/nd-, = lim l(E/(xf, ... , x!, x:+i, ... , x'J)E)/nd-•.

Hence

.

~ e(q +t:,./tii)l(E'®A'll,;)

lim l(E/(x!, •··, x!, x;+ 1 ... , x'J)$)/nd-• =

i-1

n➔•

Dividing by t', we get
eE(q) = lim l(E/(xf, .. •, x!, x:+ 1, ... , x'J)E)/t•nd-,
n,t ➔ ao

m

= i-1
~ e(q + t:,;/p;) lim l(E®A
t ➔-

J(xf, , .. , x!))/t•

.

m

= i-1
~ e(q + pJp;)eE®AuiCaA,;).
§ 5.

Complete tensor product of modules.

Let A and A' be an m-adic and an m'-adic Zariski rings and let E and .E'
be finite modules over A and A' respectively. Assume A and A' contain a
common subfield K, Put G = (E/mnE)®K(E' /m'nE'). Then the canonical homomorphism c/Jn: G,.--+ G,._ 1 is defined and the system {G,., cf>,.}(n = 1, 2, ... ) constitute an inverse system of A® xA' -modules. We· denote by E® KE' its projective limit and call it the complete tensor product of E and E' over K. 6> We
remark that E®E' is nothing but a completion of E®xE' in the (m, m')-adic
topology. 7 l This follows immediately from the following lemma .

.

6) In this section, unless otherwise specified, we. consider the tensor products and complete tensor
products of modules over K.
7) The canonical mappings A ➔ A®A' and A' ➔A®A' are injective. Therefore we can identify
A ana A' with their images.
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6. (.With the same notations and assumptions as above.)

E®E' is a finite A®A'-module.
ii) E®E' is an (m, m')-adic module.
i)

PROOF. i) Since the function f: (A®A') x (E®E')-E@E' defined by
J(a@a', x®x) = a,x@a'x is well-defined, E®E' is considered as an A®A'-mo.;.
dule. Put E = Ax1 + ··· + Ax,. and E' = A'x 1+ ·••+ A' x m,. then, we see easily
,.

m

that E®E' = ~ ~ (A®A') (x.&;;xi).
i-1 j-1

ii) Put Q = E®E'. We first show that n m"G = 0. Let gE n m"G and let
E= J1®r' 1+ ... +y,®y', where y, EE and y', E E'(i=i, ... , t) and y', are linearly
independent over K. Since EE m"G and since m"G~(m"E)®E', we have y, E m"E
for any. n. Therefore y, E nm"E=;O. From this we see that nm;.G+m1•G=m''G,
since E' /m''E is a finite module over an m'/m''-adic Zariski ring A'/m'', and
since E®(E' /m''E') is isomorphic to E®E' /m''(E®E')=G/m''G. Therefore
·
n(m®A' +A®m')"G= nm"G+m'"Gc n n(m"'G+m''G) = nm''G=O.
11

n

i

n

i

Let again E and E' be finite A- and A' -modules and let E®E' and A®A'
be the completions of E®E' and A®A' in the (m, m')(A®A') -adic topology
respectively. The canonical A®A'-bilinear mapping (A®A') x (E®E')-E®E'
may be extended by continuity to a mapping (A® A') x (E®E')- E®E' which
makes E®E' an A®A'-module. The eanoii-ical injection mapping E®E'-E®E'
can be extended, therefore, by l~nearlity to an A®A'-homomorphism:
c: (E®E')®A~M(A®A')-E®E'.
We shall prove that ®K is an exact functor. Namely,
PROPOSITION 3. Let A and A' be an m- and m'-adic Zariski rings. Assume
A and A' have the common sub.field K. Let E, F and G be finite A-modules such that
( 1)
o.-E-F-G-o (exact).
Then, for any finite A'-module P, we have the exact sequence of A®A'-modules.
(2)
o-E®P-F®P-G®P-o.
PROOF. From (1), we have the exact sequence of A-modules:
E/m,.E-F/m,.F-G/m"G-o.
Since ®K is right exact,
(E/m"E)®(P /m'"P)-(F/m"F)®(P /m',..liV}-(G/m"G)®(Pm'"P)-o
is eact as A®A'-modules, i.e.,
E®P /(m", mrn)-F®P/(m", m'")-G®P/(m", m'")8'-o.
On the other hand we have the exact sequence of A®A'-modules:
o-E@P-F®P-G®P-o.
8) This means' G®F' /(m,., m',.)(G®F').
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:Since
(m", m'")(F®P)n(E®F') = ((m"})®F' +F®(m'"P))n(E®F')
=(m"FnE)©P+E®m'"P
(by the following Lemma 7)
=(m"-'(m'FnE))®P+E®m'"P (by Lemma 1)
'
Cm"-'E®P +E®m'"-'F', for n~r,
we see easily that the above sequence (2) is exact as A® A'.;.modules. In order

to prove Proposition 3, therefore, it remains to prove the following
LEMMA 7. Let K be afield and let E and Fbe,wctor spaces over K, Then,
for BUbspaces E' and E" of E and F' of F, we h,a,w
(E'®F+E®F')n(E"®F) == (E' nE")®F+E" nP.

au ...

PROOF. Since (E' nE")®P is contain~ in
Pf,C8S Qf l®F in ques~ion, by passing to the factor space, we may .,.._. Bi f'\E" == 0 and P == O.
Therefore it is eriough to show that (E'®1'/'\(J'i@1'•0. But ~his is obvious,
since E' nE"=O.
. PROPOSITION 4. (With th,e 81!,'{IUJ ?Wtati<ma 4M a,nmptiom a8 in Proporition 3.)
'
·
E®E' iB a finite A®Af -module ,;i,..t
~(E~E')®A.1{.4.®A').

·pµ,

PROOF. Let Lc•L-E-o and L' 1 ➔ L'~E'~0 be the exact sequences.of
finite A-and A'-modules where L, L1, 11 and L' 1 are free. Then
L1®L' + L®IJ 1 (direct) _., L®L' _., E®E' - 0
is exact as A®A'-modules (3, Proposition 4. 3, p. 24]. Put B=A®A'. Since®
is exact by Proposition 3, we have the following commutative diagram where
both rows are exact:
(L1 ®L')®B + (L®L' 1 )®B-+(L®L')®B-(E®E')®B9>-+0

i

i

81 -

L1®L'+L®L1 1

_.,

82

L'@L'

_.,

i es

E®t1-o

Since e1 and e2 are obviously bijective as B-modules, we see easily that e3 is
bijective.
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